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Abstract
Low-code platforms (LCP) use models as the main artifact during the software development process.
Typically, the modeling activity concerns both structural and behavioral aspects of the generated appli-
cation, like the underlying data model (DM), User Interface (UI), and business logic (BL), resulting in a
collection of interconnected models. Thus, reusing model fragments across different projects would be a
highly beneficial feature for LCPs and their users.

This paper presents a model slicing approach for LCP models that combines DM, UI, and BL modeling
concerns. A model slice consists of a DM class which serves as an input for the approach, its DM
constraint-related classes e.g., base classes, and its related UI entities as well as BL functions.

Themodel slicer operates on separatedmodel repositories which will be queried to find related entities
to the DM input class and integrate them automatically into the LCP. We conducted an experimental
evaluation with zAppDev models and concluded that 77.78% of the DM classes are cross-connected to
any entity among the zAppDev models. Hence all these connected entities can be extracted as model
slices and reused automatically.
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1. Introduction

Low-code platforms (LCP) are cloud-based applications that serve for building full-stack software
applications without necessarily requesting coding knowledge. One of the main capabilities of
an LCP is modeling the software application by designing its data models (DM), the user interface
- Form models, and business logic model(s) (BL), writing as less as possible domain-specific code
for implementing and deploying a complete software application.

Typical software engineering activities like coding in a general-purpose language, code
formatting, modularization, database configuration, deployment, etc, are automated [1, 2]. By
giving priority to modeling rather than coding, LCP enables so-called citizen developers, i.e.,
stakeholders with very limited or even no coding experience, the opportunity to create full-
stack software applications which makes the LCPs more popular and useful in the software
development industry [3].

LCPs leverage model-driven engineering techniques (MDE) so that models are the cornerstone
artifacts that drive the overall engineering process [4, 5]. Some of these models as a whole or
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part of it (i.e., their elements) might be shared among different LCP systems. Thus, finding
any solution on how to reuse these models, which may be of different languages like XML,
JSON, etc., and different levels like DM, UI models, etc., and providing all this information
automatically to the user in the domain modeling stage would be a novel and highly on-demand
task.

Hence, this paper presents an approach for model reuse through model slicing on LCP. To get
the information on heterogeneous models, our approach converts all the heterogeneous models
to a homogeneous graph which will serve as a knowledge graph (KG). And to cope with the
different levels of models, we created two different repositories, one for the DM, and another for
the Form models. The two repositories persist the KG for the DM and the Forms respectively.
The model slicing approach gets as input a DM class and queries both repositories in order
to get related entities to it. The required entities within the DM repository like base class,
composition, etc. will constitute the horizontal slice since they belong to the same model level
(i.e., DM) as the input class. And the related entities from the Form repository will constitute
the vertical slice since they belong to a different level than the input class. Both slices will be
merged as a single model slice and provided to the developer1 in a JSON format.

As a proof of concept, we have tested our approach on the zAppDev2 LCP by using 5 different
zAppDev DM ( in XML) with a total of 27 different domain classes, and 47 different Form models
related to these domain models. The evaluation revealed that 77.78% of the given DM classes
had any kind of cross-model relation i.e. we could extract successfully 21 distinct cross-language
and cross-level model slices from these zAppDev models. The approach has been developed on
Spring boot and is provided as a REST API.

In the rest of this paper, we present in Section 2 a running example in order to better
understand the aim of the model slicing approach. In Section 3 we outline and explain how
the model slicing approach works. In Section 4 we present an experimental evaluation of our
approach. Afterward, in Section 5 we present some related work to model slicing, and finally,
in Section 6 we provide the conclusion and the tentative future work.

2. Running Example

To clarify the concepts used throughout this paper, we will initially provide some background
information.

2.1. Background Information about the zAppDev LCP

zAppDev is a web-based, model-driven development environment, allowing developers of any
technology and proficiency level to easily create, edit and reuse models of software artifacts (e.g.
database models, business logic models, user interface models, and more), covering the complete
application development lifecycle while having total control of the process. As explained in [1]
an LCP typically consists of 4 different layers which are included as well on zAppDev and
are comprised of 1. The application layer is represented by the Form models, 2. The service

1For the sake of brevity, in this paper we will use the terms developer interchangeably for citizen developer
2https://zappdev.io/



integration layer by API adapters, 3. The data integration layer is represented by data models,
the service models, API Adapters, and finally 4. The deployment layer is represented by the
Cloud.

zAppDev
metalanguage

(C#)

Business Object
metamodel

Web Form UI
metamodel

BO Model

...

UI Form Model

...

conforms toconforms to
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n m
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Figure 1: Metamodeling layers on the zAppDev
LCP

The layers of interest for us are the appli-
cation and data integration layers and their
corresponding models since these are the only
models the developers have direct contact
with. Concretely, in this work, we will work
with zAppDev data models a.k.a business ob-
ject models (BOs), and Form models a.k.a
UI-Formmodels. The BO and UI-Formmod-
els belong to the zAppDev L1 level of the 3-
level meta-modeling architecture as depicted
in Fig. 1. Both, the BOs and the UI-Form mod-
els are instances of the Business Object meta-
model and Web Form UI metamodel respec-
tively (L2 level). Whereas both metamodels
conform to the zAppDev metalanguage writ-
ten in the c# programming language (L3 level).
The metamodels and the metalanguage are
embedded on zAppDev and the developers

have no access to them, they start the work directly by creating BO models as instances of
the BO metamodel and auto-generate the UI-Form models from the BO models or they can
initially design the UI-Form model and connect it afterwards to the relevant BO model. Lastly,
the developers define the business logic of any UI component within the UI-Form model by
using the Mamba language.

Now, by explaining a running example we will be trying to clarify how this approach will
extract model slices from LCP models.

2.2. Running example

Assume that in an LCP there is an Invoice software containing a BO, a UI-Form model named
”Invoice Form” auto-generated from the BO classes or manually constructed by the developer,
and the business logic functions related to the BO classes. The architecture of the Invoice
software is depicted in Fig. 2. In the zAppDev LCP, the BOs are presented in XML format, the
UI-Forms as JSON files, and the DSL functions are written in the Mamba3 language. As we
can see in Fig. 2 on the left part, the BO is constructed from the classes Invoice , Client , and
Company . We aim to get only the related cross-level and cross-language artifacts to the Client
BO class. As depicted in Fig. 2, the Client BO class is related to the Invoice Form with a label
with the text Client on it and a combo box. Further, we can see that the Client class has an
Edit function related to it. To emphasize the connection of all the Client related cross-level and
cross-language entities we rounded and connected them with a blue cycle and blue lines.

3https://docs.zappdev.com/MambaLanguage/About/
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function void Save() {\n Model.Invoice.Save();\n
CloseForm();\n}

Figure 2: Model reuse through model slicing - running example

Now the idea of a model slicer approach on an LCP as shown in Fig. 2 would be to provide to
the approach only the Client BO class as input and it would be capable to compute and extract
all the cross-related entities to the Client BO class and integrate those on an LCP. As shown
on the right side of Fig. 2 the extracted model slice from the approach is itself a model which
contains only the Client relevant entities across the LCP models.

Concluding, the model slicer tends to find connected entities to the BO input classes on
cross-level and cross-language models and presents these as a model slice to the developers so
everything that is connected within the entire production line on any LCP can be reused and
integrated automatically on an LCP. Inspired by this running example, we have created a model
slicing approach that will be explained in more detail in Section 3.

3. Approach

This section will be presenting in more detail how the model slicer extracts model slices from
cross-level models. The overview of the model slicer is presented in Fig. 3.



3.1. Repositories

The first step toward model slicing is persisting the models in a repository so they can be
reused for different business needs afterwards. Since all models in zAppDev are graph-based,
the repository of our approach is also graph-based. We selected the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [6] as our model format since it is a graph-based model and the standard
format of W3C4, this is relevant to LCPs which are cloud-based. Thus, various models will be
converted and merged into a single RDF graph. We will use and refer to this RDF graph as the
knowledge graph (KG) of our approach.

Since developing any software on an LCP ones needs to create its’ DM, its’ UI in a Form
model, and the business logic which is persisted in any of these two (especially in zAppDev), we
have created two different repositories for the model slicer, one which persists the knowledge
graph for the DM, and another for the Form models. Thus, as explained in Fig. 3, step 1 of our
approach is creating the repositories which persist the knowledge graph for the DM and Form
models by converting them to RDF and merging them to their respective knowledge graphs.

3.2. Input Class

Step 2 of our approach is getting the input class. The input class is the core entity of any model
slice because any other entity of the model slice has to be related in a specific form to it. Hence,
the input class defines the slicing criterion for our approach. After having the input class, the
slice service - which is responsible for the business logic part of the model slicer - will query the
repositories to find relevant connections between the existing entities within the repositories
and the input class.

3.3. Horizontal Slice

The first check the input class will go through is if it has any constraints class that has to be
integrated with the input class. For instance, if the input class inherits a class within the BO
classes, or has a composition class, then the base/composition class has to be integrated as well
in the LCP in order to avoid model validation errors. Thus in step 3, our approach checks in the
DT (BO) repository if there is any such constraints class related to the input class, and if any
such class can be found it will be provided to the developers together with the input class. Since
the input class and the constraint classes are on the same level (within the business object) we
call this kind of relation as horizontal slicing. Since we are slicing only zAppDev models so far,
the horizontal slice is defined only by checking if the input class has any base class within the
BO repository.

3.4. Vertical Slice

Next, the model slicer service will check if there is any related entity within the Form KG to
the input class. In step 4 the model slicer will return all the relevant information about the
related entities to the input class. In our case, we query the information about UI components,
i.e., the UI component name, the UI component data source - which shows to which specific

4https://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210
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Figure 3: Model slicing approach overview

attribute of the input class the UI component is related, and the type of the UI component, e.g.
TextBoxControll, CheckBox, etc. Although a lot of other relevant information can be retrieved
e.g. the cascade style sheet (CSS) information about the UI components, UI components layout
information, etc. Since in zAppDev the DSL functions a.k.a. Mamba functions are persisted
within the Form models, in step 4 the model slicer also queries for related Mamba functions to
the input class. Hence the UI components and DSL functions are not in the same model level as
the input class, we call this relation of connected cross-level models a vertical slice.

Finally, the extracted horizontal and vertical slices will be merged as a single model slice and
integrated into the LCP.

An example of model slicing is presented in Fig. 4. We see that the meta-class Class 1 is
connected to the UI components Comp. 1 and Comp. 2 and also to the DSL functions Func. 1 and
Func. 2, thus the connection of all these entities would give a single slice (Slice 1). Further in
Fig. 4, we can see that the meta-class Class 3 has a constraint class Class 2 within the BO, it
is also related to the component Comp 3 on the UI - Form model, and it has also a related DSL
function Func. 3. The connection of these related entities to Class 2 would produce another
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Model slices on zAppDev models
BO models BO classes UI-Form models Horizontal Slices Vertical Slices
1 CoreBO 10

47

0 9
2 DTOs 2 0 2
3 Expenses 5 0 4
4 ProjectBO 3 0 3
5 TaskBO 17 1 8
Total 48 (27 Distinct) 47 1 26 (21 Dis-

tinct)

Table 1
Model slices on zAppDev models

modeling slice (Slice 2).

4. Experimental evaluation

This section demonstrates how the model slicer extracts model slices on real LCP models.
As a proof of concept, we got 5 different BOs and 47 different UI-Form models generated

by these business objects. We have created two different knowledge graphs which contain all



the information about the BOs and the Form models respectively. Then we selected each class
iteratively from the BOs and gave this as an input class to the model slicer and checked the
extracted model slices. In Fig. 5 we have presented the information that will be extracted by the
model slicer. In this demo, the model slicer will try to extract a model slice related to the Client
class.

  <Class ModelName="CoreBO" Name="Client" ShadowModel="" ShadowClass="" Description="" Stereotype="Class" PK="Id"
ConcurencyControl="false" AutoAssignPrimaryKey="true" IdGeneratorType="HiLoGenerator" IsPersisted="true" IsStatic="false" BaseClass=""
TableName="" BaseClasses="" BaseModel="">
      <DiagramInfo IsExpanded="true" Width="220.16259765625" Height="310" Top="19.921142578125" Left="791.0921020507812" />
      <Attributes>
        <Attribute Name="Company" IsValueClass="false" Description="" DataType="string" BaseInfo="" Length="100" Precision="8" Scale="2"
InitValue="" IsRequired="false" IsInherited="false" Persisted="true" ColumnName="" IsEncrypted="false" IsStatic="false" ReadOnly="false"
IsExternal="false" CustomValidation="" IsCreditCard="false" IsURL="false" IsEmail="false" MinLength="0" MaxLength="100" MinValue=""
MaxValue="" Getter="" Setter="" />
  ....
    </Class>

....
"Actions": [{
"Code": "function void Edit(int id) { \n    Model.Client =
Domain.Client.GetByKey(id);\n   
 Model.Title = LocalResources.RES_PAGETITLE_Edit;\n}",
"Name": "Edit",
"Permissions": [],
"AllowAnonymous": false,
"AllowAllAuthenticatedUsers": true,
"AccessLog": false,
"IsEntryPoint": true,
"IsDefault": false,
"CausesValidation": false,
"DontPostViewModel": false,
"AllGroups": true,
"Groups": []....

"Controls": [{
"$type": "CLMS.AppDev.DomainModel.Models.TextBoxControl,
CLMS.AppDev.DomainModel",
"ReadOnly": false,
"Required": true,
"ChangeWhileTyping": false,
"ChangeDelay": 200,
"MaxLength": 100,
"Name": "txtCompany",
"CssStyle": "",
"CssClass": "",
"Datasource": "Client.Company",
"DoesNotMakeFormDirty": false,
"FontSizeRole": 0,
"ElementSizeRole": 3,
"ColorRole": 0,
"FilterOperator": 7,
"RowOperator": 1,
"Ovewrite": true,
"ApplyOnBlur": true,
"HiddenInMobileView": false,
"Ignored": false,
"Controls": []
}]

Form excerpts 

Metamodel excerpt

"DataSets": [{
"Type": 1,
"Name": "ClientDataSet",
"Class": "Client",
"Operation": "GetAll",
"Filter": "function bool Filter(\n    Domain.Client DataItem\n) {\n    return
true;\n}",
"Sorting": [],
"OvewriteDefaultSecurity": false,
"AllowAnonymous": false,
"AllowAllAuthenticatedUsers": false,
"Permissions": [],
"ManualOptions": [],
"Arguments": [],

a) Metaclas constraints - horizontal slice 

b) DSL functions

c) UI components

d) Data set

Cross-model metaclass
matching entities

Horizontal slicing

Vertical slicing

Figure 5: Model slicing in zAppDev

Initially, the model slicer will check within the BOs at the baseClass element to find any base
class so it can create the horizontal slice ( a) ). This check is presented with the red dashed arrow.
In this demo, the Client class hasn’t any base class, and since at the time of writing this paper this
is the only checked constraint for BO classes, will the model slicer not define any horizontal slice.
Next, the model slicer will check for extracting the relevant Mamba functions from the zAppDev
Form models ( b) ). The model slicer will check within the Code notation to find any related



function to the Client class. The found functions will be returned as part of the vertical slice.

Figure 6: Triggering the model slicer service for
the Client class

Next in c), the model slicer will extract the
required information about the relevant UI
components to the Client class. First, the
model slicer will check if there is any Data-
source notation that is related to the Client
class, if there is any, then it gets the informa-
tion about that Datasource related Name and
$type notation. These three notations: Name,
Datasource, and $type will be returned also as
part of the vertical slice.

Finally, the model slicer checks for any re-
lated dataset to the Client class ( d) ). It checks
the notation Class within theDataset notation
if it is Client. If there is a match, then will the
model slicer get the respective Name, Opera-

tion, and Filter information. All this information will also be returned as part of the vertical
slice.

Figure 7: Integration of the Client model slice
in zAppDev

In the end, all the information about the
horizontal and vertical slices will be merged
in a single JSON file and integrated into the
zAppDev LCP. This model slice is extracted af-
ter selecting the Client BO class and clicking
the ”Create forms from Slice” button located
in the menu bar as shown in Fig. 6. The model
slice is integrated on the zAppDev LCP as a
UI-Form model including the extracted infor-
mation for the Client BO class. A snapshot
of the integrated model slice on zAppDev is
depicted in Fig. 7.

In Table 1 we have outlined the results of
how many model slices could be extracted
from the zAppDev models. For the study, we
have used 5 different business object models
and 47 different UI-Form models. We listed
all the BO classes from all the 5 BO models
and counted 27 distinct classes. We iterated
through each of these BO classes and set each
of them successively as an input class to the
model slicer. Of all these BO classes only one
class had a base class (PMOUser had as base
class ApplicationUser) i.e., a horizontal slice.

Also from the set of 27 distinct BO classes, the model slicer could extract 21 vertical slices which



means that 21 BO classes have at least one related entity on the UI-Form models. From this
amount of data we got from zAppDev, we could conclude that 77.78% of the BO classes are
related at least to a base class or at least to one UI-Form model entity. This fact reveals the
emerging need for a cross-language and cross-level model reuse approach on LCP that can be
facilitated through the model slicer provided in this work.

The model slicer has been developed using Spring boot and is provided as a REST API for use
in the zAppDev LCP. The source and the repositories containing the KG used for the evaluation
are available on GitHub5

5. Related Work

Although to the best of our knowledge this is the first approach towards model ruse through
slicing on cross-level and cross-language LCP models, inspired by program slicing approaches [7,
8], we will show some related works to model slicing.

Salay et al. [9] present an algorithm for megamodels slicing. The algorithm gets as input
the megamodel and by using the traceability relation among the entities of the models that
construct the megamodel it extracts the model slice. Our approach is search-based and not
static based, i.e., it doesn’t iterate through the cross-level model entities of a megamodel, it
queries different repositories to find relevant matches to the input class.

Taenzer et al. [10] present a formal framework for creating model slicers that are capable
to change incrementally a model slice after performing any change on it. Our approach is
search-based and generates model slices from a single input class to support the LCP users
during the modeling process. It is not required that we implement the update of model slicing
since it can be updated directly by the LCP users based on their needs after being integrated.

Compare to the approaches that enable model slicing for a specific model type [11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16] our approach checks for related entities among different models of different types and
extract them as a model slice.

6. Conclusion and Future work

In this work, we have presented an approach that enables the reuse of cross-related models on
an LCP through model slicing. The model slicing approach gets as input a data model class and
queries the data model for any constraint-related class, and also the Form model repositories to
get UI components and DSL functions. The current approach enables model slicing of zAppDev
models but conceptually it can be used for any LCP.

In future work, we plan to fine-grain the model slicer by proving UI component layout
information, slicing the class attributes, etc. We also aim to integrate the model slicer on a
model recommendation approach so that after selecting a suggested data model class, all its
cross-related model entities will be integrated automatically.

5https://github.com/iliriani/Model-slicer
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